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However, the great news is that there are specific strategies that will allow you to overcome your
lack of online visibility. SEO professionals use these online marketing strategies all of the time, and
you can try these out for yourself!

These SEO strategies aren't hard to figure out, and they are all designed to attract attention to your
endeavor. These might take time to use but in time, your website or blog will certainly come out of
the darkness, into the spotlight. Since this is exactly what you desire, let's take a peak at some of
these SEO marketing strategies, how they work, and how they will benefit your online endeavor.

Social media marketing: This practice entails simply taking advantage of the social media websites.
This would definitely include Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, StumbleUpon, etc. What an online
marketer usually does is one of two things. They will start to participate in conversations that are
going on, regarding a particular topic or subject. It's best to market oneself according to a particular
marketing niche. Or, the marketer will set up their own social networking account. On their 'about
me' page, they will mention their website or their blog. They will probably post a link also. More on
linking later.

PPC:  PPC, or pay per click advertising, is a method of advertising that allows a webmaster to take
advantage of web traffic on other websites. In this case, the webmaster would create a link
campaign that would show up on relevant websites, or possibly on search engines. Whenever
someone clicks on their link, the webmaster would pay a small fee to the affiliate who is posting their
link. However, the great thing is that this is a great method of generating traffic to one's website.

Reputation Management: Reputation management is the practice of placing lots of great information
regarding a web entity on various internet media sources. This practice is designed to create
positive PR for the web endeavor, and for the webmaster.

Link bait generation: Do you like the title of this article? If you found the title of this article intriguing,
then others probably did too. And if they did, then chances are that they will want to link to this
article. This is an example of link baiting. One has to create titles that drive a reader to read the rest
of the article. If a reader likes an article, they will link to it. When people link, one's ranking goes up!

Link building: There are lots of ways to create links for a website, or for a blog. Links can be left in
the comments section of other websites. Links can be generated by others. The important thing for
a webmaster is to gain as many links to their website as possible. These are called inbound links,
and the search engines reward these!
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